Empirical formula for optical absorption by fractal aerosol agglomerates.
An empirical formula for calculating the optical absorption of fractal aerosol agglomerates over a broad frequency range is derived based on extensive calculations made on five smoke agglomerates having a widely varying number of particles ranging from 12 to 372 and an almost constant fractal dimension in the 1.7-1.9 range. The expansion coefficients in the empirical formula were determined by least-squares curve fiting of numerical data obtained using the volume integral equation formulation (VIEF).(1) The formula satisfies the frequency dependence of the absorption at lower frequencies and up to the resonance frequency of the agglomerate. Expressions for the resonance frequency (f(0)), as well as the constant coefficients in the empiricial formula, are derived in terms of the structural dimensions, number and size of the primary particles, and the complex permittivity of the aerosol agglomerate. Numerical results obtained from the empirical formula are generally in good agreement with those calculated by the VIEF for soot particles with a magnitude of complex permittivity |epsilon*| in the 1-7 range. The average error in the absorption calculation is <5%. The formula thus provides a simple and inexpensive method for calculating the optical absorption of aerosol agglomerates, which otherwise require complicated and expensive methods of calculation. This formula also facilitates the implementation of the accurate VIEF results in large climate codes such as the general circulation model.